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THE STORY OF LEASE-LAND

Today’s New York Times states:- "Twenty-one months ago the Axis powers may have

looked upon American lendlease aid to their enemies as a cloud no bigger than a

man’s hand* Now added to our own war thunderbolts it masses formidably in the

western sky. This is the story told in the seventh quarterly report on lendlease

operations which the President sent to Congress yesterday. We are now spending

on these operations db a rate of ten billion dollars a year. This great sum is

itself a fraction. It is only about one seventh of our total present rate of

expenditure for war. By the end of this month a million armed Americans will be

overseas. Millions more are in training. We are making the most prodigous productive
effort in human history.

"The distribution and kind of lendlease exports is significant. In Octbeter

40 percent of it went to Britain, 21 percent to Russia. More than halfof the

total was military goods and of these Britain sent an unstated, fraction to Russia.,

Egypt, India and other areas. Food sent to Britain 'has meant the difference between

enough to sustain the British peoples's intensive war effort and too little with

which to carry on'.

"In his brief message President Roosevelt makes a statement which every American

ought to remember during the approaching days of rationing and enforced self-control.

" 'The Nazis and Japanese have used hunger as an instrument of the slavery they

seek to impose. Our policy is the direct opposite. United Nations forces will

bring food for the starving and medicine for the sick. Every aid possible wall be

given to restore each of the liberated countries to soundness and strength so that

each may make his full contribution to United Nations victory and to the peace which

follows'.

"Lendlease is one phase of a majestic worldwide march toward victory and

rehabilitation."

MEN OF IDEAS

The New York Times also, says;
"

It is fine thing that man at the lathe, drill,

press or stamping machine or those putting things together on assembly and subassembly

lines who have ideas for improving the processes at which they work should receive

conspicuous recognition for doing so. The ten warplant workers who were honoured

by the President on Thursday may be proud of themselves. They are patriots who have

done a lot to won this war.

"More significantly these men represent thousands of workers who use their heads

as well as their hands and whose total contribution to the general welfare in var

or peace is uncalculable. By then we know that 'labour' is not an abstraction nor
a

class. Its an army of individuals including the highly gifted. The more surely the

exercise of these gifts can be recognised and rewarded, the more respect managers and

workmen alike habitually show for ability wherever it appears, the more flexible and

productive as well as the more democratic our industrial system will be.

FLYING AT THE SPEED OF SOUND

The New York Herald-Tribune says: "Major Nathaniel F. Silsbee, United States Army

Air Corps, spread before the delegates to the recent convention of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers a glowing prospectus of the army' s ’secret planes,' many of

thorn now flying and of their potentialities for victory. Beyond saying that they
included fighter, bomber and transport types he could not venture upon a description

of their attributes or performance but in his enthusiastic opinion they were ‘enough,

to make the angels gasp'. As if in simultaneous demonstration of this tribute two young

test pilots at Farmingdale, Long Island, were putting their P 47 fighter planes into

power dives at a speed of 725 m.p.h., only 11 rules an hour short of the speed of

sound at sealevel. The planes came through the ordeal undamaged and likewise the

pilots though one of them said, ‘its a breathless feeding, your stomach curls up’.

So perhaps the Major's figure of speech is justified also the name of the P. 47 which is

the Thunderbolt."
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HITLER & HIS GENERALS

The Atlanta Journal states;- "Sharp differences between the Fuehrer and his

more seasoned generals have been cropping out ever since the failure of the drive

against Moscow in the latter end of 1941. In that venture he followed his own

’intuition’ against their reasoned judgment and with consequences little short of

disaster. Yet he blamed then and temporarily dismissed several of their number

including Von Brauchitsch. This year he has fared still worse on the Russian

front, notably in the Stalingrad area, and with the dictators zeal for finding

scapegoats he sacrifices more high officers.

"Another factor in these repeated shakeups is said to be the Nazi party’s dis-

like and suspicion of the older school of German military leaders who were never

enthusiastic over the new political order and who if there should be a revolt in the

Reich might become its logical head. There are dark stories indeed that Nazi

partisans and the Gestapo have caused the assassination of more than one veteran

junker. The plot is thickened by rivalries and jealousies among generals then-

selves, Marshal Rommel and Marshal Kesselring for instance are said to be at odds

over the latters failure to provide sufficient air support for the Axis army in

Egypt and Libya."

RETRIBUTION IS NEAR FOR ITALY

The Atlanta Constitution states: "The squeeze of the war is slowly throttling
the Italian people to death. Even without the onrale shattering bombing raids of

war industries and their cities now under way by the American and British airforces

that wretched country is in a parlous state. Sugar and fat rations in Italy are

only half those in Germany, There is practically no fuel in Italy. There is no

adequate clothing. The infamous stab in the back that Italy administered France is

now demanding payment. The tragic angle is that while it was Mussolini and his

gangster crew who ere responsible for the treachery it is all the people of Italy
who must pay in cold and hunger and suffering* The day of retribution is here for

Italy, It is looming larger upon the horizon for her partners in crime, Germany
and Japan.

"

The San Francisco Chronicle says:- "The Stockholm rumour factory proves right
about turmoil and shakeup in the German high command. The erstwhile invincible

geniuses are out.

’’Confirmation came, in the Nazis’ oddly roundabout way. What happened to the

ousted brasshats is not discussed. Hitler can keep them in disgruntlement over young
Zeitzler’s elevation or they can have heart disease. One thing apparent is that

Himmler holds every life in Germany at his mercy, perhaps even Hitler’s.”

Tulsa and Oklahoma World says: "Enemy nations will put increasing reliance upon
propaganda as the tangible weapons break in their hands, said Lord Halifax, in an

address in Baltimore.

”Lord Halifax who is among the most impressive and trusted speakers on either
side of the Atlantic included in his Baltimore speech the cheerful doctrine that
Hitler is on the defensive.”
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